Focus on Baking Machinery 30 Years
HEBEI MAISHENG FOOD MACHINERY
IMP&EXP CO., LTD
HEBEI MYSUN FOOD MACHINE CO., LTD.
Office: Zhongmei Business Mansion B-1801, Shijiazhuang, Hebei, China
Factory: East of industrial Area, Anping, Hebei, China
Company Introduction

Hebei Maisheng Meijia Machinery Co., Ltd.
Professional Export Sales Company (Alibaba credit guarantee)
Hebei Maisheng Food Machinery Imp & Exp Co., Ltd.
Professional Imp & Exp Sales Company
Hebei Mysun Food Machine Co., Ltd.
China factory (sale in China)

In order to sell our products worldwide better, we have set up professional import and export companies to provide our clients with better service.
About MYSUN

Hebei Maisheng Food Machinery Imp & Exp Co., Ltd. (Hebei Mysun Food Machine Co., Ltd.) is a professional production of food machinery manufacturers which having superb technology and deep-rooted manufacturing basis. The factory was founded in 1984, has a long history of the production of baking machinery. My company enjoys a good reputation both at home and abroad, Our success lies in the quality of our products and our loyalty to our customers throughout the years, Whether you are just starting out in the baking industry or you have been established for years, we can provide you with quality baking equipment and better advice.

As a high-end baking brand, Mysun machinery is not only the product always of the highest quality to all customers, the more excellent innovation ability and practical applicable to win customer trust degree. Now MYSUN represents a great production reality able to satisfy all the market's needs: beginning from the supply of singular machines up to semi-automatic and automatic plants for small, medium and big bakery and pastry making confectionery factories. Our company was named AAA-credit enterprises, which has passed the EU CE certification, ISO9000T quality system certification and SGS certification.

Based on the practical viewpoint, Mysun machinery focus on combination of technology innovation and the humanized design inspiration, Intentions to create excellent quality to build systematic scientific first-class professional baking platform and forming a set of good management system in development design, production, sales and after-sales service. Our principal is provide best product without sacrificing quality. And keep strong, long term relationships with our customers, allows us to better understand your needs as well as inspire our better performance and service.
Mr. Meng Fanbian founded Hebei Anping Electric Heating Equipment Factory and began manufacturing far-infrared oven.

Hebei Modern Food Machinery Co., Ltd. was established which mainly manufacture spiral dough mixer, kneading machine, pressing machine and automatic proofer room.

Factory plant area from 500㎡ to 4000㎡.

ISO9001 Approval.

The foreign trade company was established in Shijiazhuang. The baking machinery products are exported to all of world. At the same time we got the European CE certification, and successfully open the international market.

Enterprise production management has been improved, and access the ISO9000 certification. In the same year, Hebei Maisheng Meijia Machinery Co., Ltd. was established.

2009 we created the top quality automatic pressing machine, lifted large-capacity dough mixer. And our plant area expanded from 4000㎡ to 10,000㎡.

2006 Alibaba golden supplier.

2002 The foreign trade company was established in Shijiazhuang. The baking machinery products are exported to all of world. At the same time we got the European CE certification, and successfully open the international market.

2001 Rotory oven clients over 30 countries.

2000 ISO9001 Approval.

2003 Enterprise production management has been improved, and access the ISO9000 certification. In the same year, Hebei Maisheng Meijia Machinery Co., Ltd. was established.

2004 Souest-motor Engineer join us.

2010 2009 2014 2011 2017

Nigeria Government and The Republic of South Africa government procurement agreement.

Mysun signed a strategic cooperation with Germany to start manufacturing steel belt-type ultra-wide tunnel and matched production line, tray arranging machine and multi-function tray arranging machine.

Participate in various international exhibitions, Canada's national baking industry trade show & conference, bakery China 2017.
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Factory Interior Display
Customer Visitor & Exhibition
THANK YOU

MYSUN

Telephone : 0086 311 66508285
Web:www.mysunbake.com